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FLIGHT LINES 
HAMILTON MODEL AERO CLUB INC. 

July 2019 
www.hamiltonmac.org.nz 

 
PATRON Graeme Bradley 
 
PRESIDENT Grant Finlay                  027-273-7461  
VICE PRESIDENT Gordon Meads              021-125-2911 
SECRETARY Alan Rowson                07-843-3889  
TREASURER Alan Rowson                021-025-93002 
CLUB CAPTAIN       Sel Melville                   027-482-3459 
BULLETIN Ed. Dave Crook    021-123-6040 
(Editorial Email:  send to:  chloecat@xtra.co.nz )                                                                                           
 
COMMITTEE: 
 
Mike Sutton   
Chris Tynan 022-353-9231 – The helpers 
Sel Melville 027-482-3459 
Dave Crook 021-123-6040 
Lyndon Perry 021-02518474  
                                                     
WEB SITE Grant Finlay  - The boss 
CATERER Collen Tynan - Don’t bite the hand that feeds you 
 
 
CLUB NIGHT: Wednesday  July 10, 2019 7.30 pm 
VENUE: Beerescourt Bowling Club 
 68a Maeroa Road - Hamilton 

 
Club Night Theme:  Your Winter Projects plus Question/Answer 
 Session of anything you need advice with. 
 
Club Themed Flying Day:  AG Aircraft (Re-run of Junes washed out 

event) 
 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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Presidents Report 
Grant 
 

So we’ve past the shortest day and true to 

form the weather is now getting colder, wetter 

and windier for sure. In saying that though, 

last weekend was absolutely stunning from a 

flying point of view with little to no cloud, no 

wind and it wasn’t even that cold. For those 

reasons alone, pretty much all of my chores 

and jobs on the list got shoved aside for the 

weekend and flying was the main item on the agenda, and it was great!  

Now that the colder weather has kicked in I would expect many of us 

will be retreating to the man cave for a bit of winter construction. I’m 

hoping to have a little more free time in the next couple of months so 

fingers crossed I might see a new model materialise from the Hangar 

doors in due course. 

Which leads into this month’s Club night topic. Your Projects plus a 

question and answer session. As we’ve done in the past, we’d like you 

to bring along part of, or even the whole project you are currently 

working on for a show and tell session by members. If you have any 

questions you need answers to, then we will put it to the meeting to 

come up with the various solutions. We will also run a straight question 

and answer session on any topic about anything you’d like some advice 

on, be it engines, radios, covering, construction, painting, whatever. 

There’s sufficient expertise in the meeting that someone will be able to 

come up with an answer. 

Last month’s club night saw a good attendance for part 2 of the session 

on Radios and Tx programming. Gordon and myself provided a brief 

rundown on the most common programming features available in the 

majority of modern 2.4gig transmitters. I hope this session was useful in 

clarifying, or at least making people aware of what programming 

features are available to them in their radio sets. Often it’s just a case of 

sitting down with the Transmitter, a Receiver with some servos plugged 

in and the reading instruction manual to figure out what happens! 

However, don’t forget there’s plenty of others that have been there and 
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done that, so don’t be shy in asking for help from you fellow club 

members. 

Next month’s club night (August) is scheduled as our Annual Quiz nite 

with Mikey Wilson making the trip over from Tauranga to play Quiz 

Master supreme. However as Mikey’s work does dictate his life schedule, 

this is just a warning that things can change at the last minute! 

Junes themed flying day at the field was to have been an Ag aircraft day 

to line up with the Ag Field days at Mystery Creek. However, true to 

form, the weather didn’t play ball and we had to cancel the days flying.  

Thus, as there is still plenty of interest in holding this themed day, we 

are going to run the Ag Aircraft event this month instead.  So that will be 

on Sunday 14
th

 July. Now tomorrow (July 7
th

) is our first float plane 

event at Lake D (Kainui) and at this point the weather looks like it will 

be providing some nice glassy lake conditions in the morning. If it all 

goes to plan, hopefully you will read about it in next month’s bulletin 

with some nice colourful photo’s to go with it. 

So my final words for the month revolve around Safety at the Field. 

You’ll see elsewhere that our intrepid club captain had a significant 

misadventure with a spinning propeller.  These things are not forgiving 

and you will come off second best, so please take care.  We also had a 

near miss with an aircraft on takeoff, so it’s a clear reminder that our toy 

airplanes are not toys at all and can cause serious harm. Please be 

mindful of the consequences and always be on the alert for trouble, help 

others where they 

need it and don’t 

be afraid to speak 

up if things look 

dangerous...becaus

e they probably 

are!! 

So on that note, til 

next time, play 

safe and keep 

others doing the 

same! 

Grant. 
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Club Captains Report     
Sel                                                         
 

By now most of you will have heard that I 

have suffered a bit of an injury, having put 

my hand into a spinning 23x10 carbon prop 

(did I hear someone say “Not again”). 

 

 

On reflection I have realised that the 

sole cause was a lack of concentration 

whilst carrying out an extremely 

dangerous task which many of us take 

for granted. We all, at some time get 

our hands within a few millimetres 

from that rotating meat slicer, maybe to 

tune or choke an engine with a lack of  

regard as to what the outcome could be.  

From my own observations and 

mistakes, may I make a couple of 

suggestions:- 

 

 

1. Make sure your model is always tethered when starting the 

engine. 

2. Try to avoid holding the model anywhere behind the prop when 

starting (especially large) models with an electric starter. Get 

someone to hold the model for you. 

3. If you have an engine stop out on the strip, clear model from the 

runway and again get an assistant to help restart. 

4.  Avoid flying at the field on your own. 

5. Most of all keep focused on the task. 

 

I’m sure there’s a few more tips some of you could add to this 

list. 
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A big thanks to medic Gordon who bandaged me up after my mishap, 

ambulance driver Alan who transported me to hospital, also to all those 

who phoned, sent texts or called in to see me. Much appreciated guys. 

 

 
 

 
Sels’ fingers on the road to recovery 

 

But alas it’s hard to keep a good keen man 

down. 
 

Also a big welcome to new members : 

Stuart Willey 

Aiden & Luca Cartwright 

 

Welcome aboard and enjoy your flying. 

(And keep your hands out of the spinny 

things…Ed) 

                                       

Props can do REAL 

DAMAGE, so take the 

utmost care and always 

concentrate on the job at 

hand...Literally! 

 

Remember the Moto... 

Safe Flying is 

NO ACCIDENT 

 

Please be safe out there  

Grant. 

http://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjAoonx6JrjAhVYb30KHdxFAFoQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://clipart-library.com/cartoon-ambulance-pictures.html&psig=AOvVaw07Sazl14RXpNXXfWrkrRPm&ust=1562314392368946
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HMAC’s 2 I.C. 
Gordon (Vice P) 
 

Nothing to report from our esteemed 2 I.C. this 

month but as your trusty bulletin editor, I 

thought I’d just let you know that Gordon has 

been very busy of late. 

 

Not only has Gordon become the club’s 

unofficial first aid officer helping Sel but he 

can very often be seen helping out others in 

distress who just can’t seem to get their engines started, eh Alan ? 

 

 

 
 

Now that winter is here Gordon has also taken of late to setting fire to 

models for warmth, Page 23 for details 

 

 

https://www.google.co.nz/imgres?imgurl=https://cdn.fsastore.com/Images/sections/categories/first-aid.png&imgrefurl=https://fsastore.com/First-Aid-C17.aspx&docid=B9gW16IRFy2lMM&tbnid=Pvf3TWrZbLLO0M:&vet=12ahUKEwjO_Y-G65rjAhXRM94KHZLsAyA4ZBAzKDkwOXoECAEQOg..i&w=350&h=331&bih=888&biw=1448&q=first aid pictures&ved=2ahUKEwjO_Y-G65rjAhXRM94KHZLsAyA4ZBAzKDkwOXoECAEQOg&iact=mrc&uact=8
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Aircraft I Dream About—Burnelli’s 
Flying Fuselage   

Bruce Pickering 

During an idle moment recently I worked out that in the past 3 years I 

have built and written articles about 18 models. Predictably, I suppose, 

my reaction was, “Well, that’s a bit much, I had better stop for a while.” 

But since I seem to be in the pattern of writing regular articles, what can 

I write about now? Then it occurred to me, what about aircraft that one 

day I would like to build? So this is the first of a few articles about 

aircraft I dream about—Burnelli’s Flying Fuselage. 

 

Vincent Justus Burnelli was 

born on November 22, 

1895, in Texas. His greatest 

passion was designing 

aircraft; as a 20 year old his 

first powered craft, in 

collaboration with a friend, 

was an open biplane. They 

used it for barnstorming, 

making $500 to $1000 at 

fairs—a lot of money then. 

Later he designed a “night 

fighter,” which eventually 

ended up with the New 

York City Police 

Department, for their new 

aerial police operation. 

Burnelli became an ardent 

proponent of the “flying wing” concept, although in reality his designs 

are more accurately described as “lifting body”. He believed that all of 

an aircraft’s basic components should be designed to help it maintain 

flight, so he promoted a radical design concept.   
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He based his design on the lift-body theory, which uses the body of the 

aircraft in the shape of an airfoil to produce a major source of lift, adding 

to the lift from the wings.  The wings of a conventional aircraft 

(basically the only, or at least primary, source of lift) comprise about 15% 

of the structural weight. The lift-body designs of Burnelli got lift from 

almost 65% of its structural weight. 

In the 1920s, he produced two biplane transports with large, airfoil-

shaped fuselages, with the goal to design an aeroplane that could carry a 

substantial payload. Generally his designs incorporated two tail booms 

carrying a stabilizer between them. His vision was that his aircraft would 

transport large numbers of people and freight around the country, and 

eventually around the world. His final design in 1947, the Burnelli CBY-

3 Loadmaster, was manufactured in Canada, and although the sole 

prototype was extensively tested and proven, it was never put into 

production. All through his career, Burnelli’s efforts were dogged by 

unfortunate incidents. One prototype crashed when the ground crew 

forgot to put in the aileron hinge bolts; another crashed when the 

ailerons were rigged reversed (many of us know what that is like).  A 

major backer went broke and a government loan was called in at just the 

wrong time.  Sales prospects for the CBY-3 plummeted when the market 

was flooded with post-war surplus DC-3s at $5,000 each. 
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The only CBY-3 Loadmaster actually made flew regularly as a 

commercial airliner in Canada and South America, finally ending its 

flying days at Baltimore, USA. In 1964 it was retired to the New 

England Air Museum in Connecticut where it sat, forlorn and partially 

disassembled—so ending one man’s dream. However, his design 

concept was not forgotten. In 1975 Boeing made a mock-up of what they 

called the 754 Husky, which featured a Burnelli style airfoil shaped 

fuselage. Twelve years earlier Boeing was approached with the Burnelli 

concept but they turned it down. Interestingly, the Boeing patent filed for 

the 754 cites Burnelli’s earlier patents. It is reported that a Boeing 

engineer surreptitiously released a specification sheet on the 754 which 

showed that, using the same engines as the 767, the 754 had double the 

767’s payload. But, like many other good ideas, the 754 never left the 

ground. 

So what made Burnelli’s designs, particularly the CBY-3, attractive? 

The engines, positioned ahead of the cabin structure, were close together, 

so reducing asymmetric thrust in the event of one engine losing power. 

The airfoil fuselage section contributed 50% of the lift at cruise and 

housed the cockpit, mechanics compartment and passenger cabin. Over 

60% of the aircraft’s weight and strength surrounded the passenger cabin, 

providing maximum resistance to telescoping in a crash. 

This is how one pilot described the aircraft: "It was very stable, and its 

rugged, compact fuselage of enormous volume gave one the feeling of 

riding in an armoured car; the flight characteristics were a joy. Engine-

out asymmetrical thrust problems were virtually nil, and stability was 

near perfect in all axes. The nose pitched straight forward in a stall, but 

as soon as the control column was released the airplane would fly again. 

On a 95-degree day in Miami, with 9,000 pounds overload, the airplane 

was off the ground in 1,400 feet, climbing out at a fantastic angle. With a 

similar payload, the Douglas C-46 would need a ground run of about 

3,000 feet. After putting the CBY-3 through its paces and recognizing its 

unique safety features, I couldn't help but think: 'Why in blazes have we 

all been forced to fly in those dangerous conventional planes all these 

years?!' 
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After lying outside in the grass for 50 years, in 2014 the New England 

Air Museum began a restoration project of this unique aeroplane. A 

regularly updated report on the work is found at this website: 

http://warbirdsnews.com/aviation-museum-news/new-england-air-

museum-restoration-update-burnelli-cby-3.html 

 

 

 

I find this aircraft keeps drawing me in; it’s rare and different, which 

appeals to my offbeat penchant for avoiding ordinary designs. I happen 

to have two ASP .30’s still in their boxes, and I reckon that built lightly, 

they could power a 3.2kg (7lb) model of say, 1778mm (70 in) wingspan. 

Who knows, maybe one day I will, or better yet, why don’t you do it? 

_________________________________________________ 

Warbirds over Awatoto 
This popular event has been confirmed for 1st and 2nd February 2020. This is 

the same date as The Mission Concert. If anyone is planning on going you will 

need to book early for accommodation. 

 

http://warbirdsnews.com/aviation-museum-news/new-england-air-museum-restoration-update-burnelli-cby-3.html
http://warbirdsnews.com/aviation-museum-news/new-england-air-museum-restoration-update-burnelli-cby-3.html
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Tauranga  Model  Auction  

Stan 

Members from the Hamilton model club turned up in large numbers to 

the annual Tauranga Model auction held at the Tauranga Airport Classic 

Flyers Museum. As always it was great social event (nice breakfast at 

the cafe) and the BBQ smelled good too.  It was study in human nature 

as many of the crowd made their way to table of cheap stuff first, 

looking for nuts, bolt and other small bits. Our club president was seen 

hovering around that table, while the rest of us checked out the engines 

and planes on offer.  Brad probably got a lot of brownie points from his 

wife as he sold lots of goodies and only came home with a bit of stuff.  

 

Radian aircraft  were sought after, with strong bidding. Even Grant got 

his hands out his pockets. I think Lyndon ended up with one Radian;  

Gordon bid on an engine and Warren who was not going to buy anything  

got himself a bargin 80cc Zenoa while Gordon looked on. Sel Melville 

and I kept our hands in our pockets  but my son-in- law,  Dorian, scored 
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a trainer to go with his growing collection. Alan sold a bit of stuff I think, 

and did well to go home with not too many treasures. 

 
There was a young kid buying up big and somehow his payment got 

stuffed up, but it got sorted after a bit of drama. In summary it was great 

day to have laugh and catch up with old mates. As always it was a well-

run auction and in due course I’m sure the models will appear at the field.  

Cheers  Stan 
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_______________________________________________ 

 
Brad, Chris and a Miss 

Philly  
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What to do on a Winters Night 

Chris  

This ARF (although ARF might be a little optimistic) has sat in the large 

box longer than any other plane I’ve carried through my front door. In 

nearly every case the box is placed on the floor and parts inventory 

checked before parts are systematically assembled together until early 

hours of morning prompt a couple hours of sleep for the next work day 

and the assemble commences when home the next afternoon and so on 

until the aircraft is ready to fly! 

I brought this 50cc ESM Corsair off Trade Me a week or so before my 

birthday last October. I thought the price was right considering it came 

with retracts and I was thinking a nice big Saito radial would fit and 

sound just right in the big hole up front and as all ESM models seem to 

need a lot of nose weight the big Saito would help elevate most if not all 

of the additional dead weight required for correct CG balance. 
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As most club members will remember my lovely wife also brought me a 

85’’ Top Flight P 47 Razerback complete with 60cc Saito radial for my 

birthday from Steve at Firebrand – Yay. As this model came with the 

Saito engine it was assembled it the aforementioned manner (read really 

quickly) and was ready for a test flight a few days later.                                                                                                                                                    

This P47 Ridgeback has been a great plane, has no bad traits, lands great 

and won me novice scale at the Nationals. This plane and quite a few 

“busy” weekends gave no real urgency to put the Corsair together but 

with little flying of late for one reason or other meant there were no 

plane repairs to 

enact for me to fill 

my evening spare 

time.  

                                                                                                                                                       

Now I can hear 

Aunty Grant 

mumbling about 

cold evenings out 

in the shed but the 

easy fix is move 

the model 

building into the 

house! I couldn’t 

use the kitchen table as we were doing one of those 1000 piece Jigsaws 

of a Spitfire for our patron Brad (one piece missing of course)! Next best 

thing one of the spare rooms, actually my toy room full of planes but just 

enough room to start assembling some Corsair parts while in the warm 

house.                                                                                                                                     

As said earlier fair bit of work to do on a ESM ARF’s especially to the 

Corsair with its 6 piece flap arraignment, this one using 4 servos for the 

flaps alone. Retracts fitted easy enough but needed a few additional 

fittings to get working but holding air for a number of days now so I 

guess better than any of my other “air retract” aircraft.  Had to move a 

couple of pull -pull tubes in the fuselage also as they were not in the 

correct location, I think the Chinese were planning to steer the tail wheel 

with the elevators!                                                                                                                                                            
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I am now at the stage where I need to finish the gear doors, fit out the 

cockpit, make a mold of the Canopy (so I can mount the original) fit the 

engine and then fit the engine cowl so still a bit to do with the big 

expense of buying the Saito Radial really being the hold up of 

completing this plane. I have considered pulling the one out of the Reno 

Racer but not really wanting to disable one plane for another although 

they do say you can only fly one plane at a time.                                                     

Working away and winter are here now so we will have to see what 

happens over the next few months. 

Chris T 

 

 
There’s a Corsair in there somewhere 
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NI Pylon Calendar 

John Danks 

Hi everyone, we have finally sorted out next season’s Pylon calendar. 

All the meetings except the Nationals will be held at the Airsail MAC 

site; 

2019 

October 20th 

November 17th 

December 22nd Race day & Xmas BBQ 

2020 

January 2nd/3rd (rain date 4th) NZ Nationals Carterton 

February 23rd  Waikato Champs (AGM?) 

March 22nd 

April 26th  (ANZAC Weekend) 

May 24th Race day & End of season get together BBQ 

  

So mark these dates on your calendar, really looking forward to getting 

the new season underway. The new pylon landing strip is now 180m in 

length at the Airsail site and has been getting a workout while we 

practice and test for the World Champs next month. 

The NZ World Champs teams have been busy here testing on most 

weekends lately so I’d have to say one of the best prepared teams we 

have had for a while, our next session is later this month, 13th & 14th 

when we will be joined by Les and Judy from Paihia with their new F5D 

models. Les has some fast setups using single blade props. and reduction 

box units, I saw these in action a couple of months ago in Ausi., very 

fast. 
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The plan is to keep up the momentum with F3D/F5D following the 

W/C’s at our meetings to generate some more interest, more people 

flying these classes can only be good for the sport. 

Haven’t set a date for the AGM yet but my suggestion is the Waikato 

Champs again on Feb. 23rd. 

 Cheers John Danks 

Pylon SIG 

Phone 09 2334014 

www.airsail.co.nz 

__________________________________________________________ 

 
Twins Dennis and Rex sporting the new HMAC winter apparel 

 

http://www.airsail.co.nz/
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Field Action (9 June) 
 

 

 

Brian and Alan working on 

Alans Legacy 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Dave about to take Phil on a 

FPV flight  

(first class of course) 

 

 

 

And what else happened ?……………… 
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Oh yes, we had a wee accident! 
Fortunately both Bruce and Gordon were ok but put an end to the “big 

sky theory” and managed to bump into each other with disastrous 

consequences: 

The pictures tell the story.  
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RIP Drastik (and others!) 
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Field Action (30 June) 

 
Gordon spending half 

the day rigging the Pup 

for flight while his 

Hurricane is ready and 

raring to go 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All hands trying to get Phil’s 

SE5A going 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 
 

 

Wayne Cartwright’s “Vintage 

Archie” Now converted to 

electric. 
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Lyle 

Broadbelts 

Taylor 

Craft. 

Flew 

beautifully 

and looked 

very 

realistic in 

the air. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Lyndon’s Kyosho “Osmose” 

also looked good in the air. 

However the Taylor Craft 

wouldn’t look quite right 

doing what the Osmose was 

doing.  
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Do you remember……... 

 

For a fleeting thirty years during the 20th century, supersonic 

commercial air travel was a reality. But on October 24, 2003, that era 

came to an abrupt end.  

That day, British Airways operated its last commercial Concorde service 

from JFK International Airport to London Heathrow. Air France pulled 

its Concordes from service a few months earlier. Thus, it would be the 

Concorde's last ever commercial flight in a career that started in January 

1976.  

The Anglo-French Concorde was co-developed by BAC, a forerunner of 

BAE Systems, and Aerospatiale, now a part of Airbus.  

The Concorde was never the commercial success for which its creators 

had hoped. Environmental and operational limitations of the Concorde 

limited its commercial appeal among airline customers. Only 20 of the 

planes were ever built and just 14 of them were production aircraft. The 

https://www.businessinsider.com/category/airbus
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Concorde saw service with only two airlines — Air France and British 

Airways — on just two routes.  

However, its lack of commercial success doesn't diminish its role as an 

icon of modern aviation and as a technological marvel.  

In fact, 15 years after its last flight for British Airways, the world is still 

without a viable form of supersonic passenger service. 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

Frazer with Seagull Models Extra 300 

(probably the test flight…. :) 
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Coming Events 2019 

 

July 2019 
 HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake D (Kainui) 

July 7, 2019 9:00 am - @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road, Horsham Downs. 
 HMAC Club Night Meeting – Bring your Winter Projects plus Q&A session  

July 10, 2019 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A 
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion) 

 HMAC Club Day – Ag Aircraft (Re-run of Junes washed out event) 
July 14, 2019 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton 
 
 

August 2019 
 HMAC Club Night Meeting – Annual Club Quiz Night 

August 14, 2019 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A 
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)  

 HMAC Club Day  
August 18, 2019 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton 

 HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake D (Kainui) 
August 25, 2019 9:00 am - @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road, Horsham Downs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flight Lines August 2019 
August Newsletter deadline – 7 August 2019 

       
For further up to date event info please visit: 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/ 
 
 


